Driving directions
To arrive at the Technologiepark:
1. Coming from Oostende (E40)
At the Zwijnaarde cloverleaf, follow the E17 towards Kortrijk. Take Exit 8, Zevergem (De
Pinte, Oudenaarde, Nazareth), and turn left towards Gent. Follow this road for 3.5
kilometers. Enter the (long stretched) roundabout, then turn right after 50 meters into the
Technologiepark.

2. Coming from Kortrijk (E17)
On the E17, 3 kilometers before Gent, take Exit 8, Zevergem (De Pinte, Oudenaarde,
Nazareth), and turn right towards Gent. Follow this road for 3.5 kilometers. . Enter the (long
stretched) roundabout, then turn right after 50 meters into the Technologiepark.

3. Coming from Antwerp (E17)
There are 2 possible routes which are in principle equivalent:
a) route via R4 (a bit longer but normally the fastest):
In Destelbergen, go to the R4, direction Brussels (E40). About 1 km after you passed the exit
Melle, stay on the R4 so do NOT take the sharp turn to the left for E40 Brussels but keep
right direction Eeklo/ Merelbeke which brings you alongside the canal. Do not take the first
exit marked Zwijnaarde after about 1 km, but proceed about 5 kilometers along the canal.
Then take exit Zwijnaarde, as indicated. This is a triple exit, make sure you are behind the
concrete blocs; then take the exit marked “Zwijnaarde” which is just behind the bridge. After
crossing the bridge you arrive at a very long stretched roundabout. The entry of the
Technology park is at the other end of the roundabout. Drive till the end, turn back and take
the first right (entry of Technology park).

b) route continuing over E17
Stay on the E17 until you passed the long bridge in Gentbrugge, keep right here (direction
E40 but still on the E17) to take exit 9 (exit Universitair ziekenhuis UZ). At the end of the
exit, turn left and stay on this road until you arrive on the R4 along the canal. Then take the
exit Zwijnaarde, as indicated. Mind you this is a triple exit, make sure you are behind the
concrete blocs; then take the exit marked “Zwijnaarde” which is just behind the bridge. After
crossing the bridge you arrive at a very long stretched roundabout. The entry of the
Technology park is at the other end of the roundabout. Drive till the end, turn back and take
the first right (entry of Technology park).
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4. Coming From Brussels (E40)
Take the exit in Merelbeke. At the end of the exit follow the direction R4 Zelzate. You are
now alongside the canal. Do not take the first exit marked Zwijnaarde after about 1 km, but
proceed a few kilometers along the canal until you passed Coca Cola(at your right). Then
take the exit Zwijnaarde, as indicated. Mind you this is a triple exit, make sure you are
behind the concrete blocs; then take the exit marked “Zwijnaarde” which is just behind the
bridge. After crossing the bridge you arrive at a very long stretched roundabout. The entry of
the Technology park is at the other end of the roundabout. Drive till the end, turn back and
take the first right (entry of Technology park).

Once arrived at the Technologiepark:
For building 935 (SIM): pass the roundabout and turn right at the first occasion (Clusta,
Sirris, …), which is about 50 m behind the roundabout. You find building 935 on your left
entering the parking space.
For Flamac (building 903): turn right at the first roundabout and continue right. The entry of
the Flamac building is on your left hand side, the parking at your right hand side.

Public transportation
There is a regular bus connection (Line 70-71-72) between the railway station Gent SintPieters and the Technologiepark.
Bus stop at the main entrance of the Technologiepark (bus stop no. 20659) or at the lateral
entrance via the Tramstraat (bus stop no. 21658).

You can, of course, always use your GPS.
If it does not accept „Technologiepark‟, please enter „Tramstraat‟. This is the road alongside
the Technologiepark.
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